
CIS2376 PRACTICAL
Week 6

Important Warning
Some of the techniques we have discussed in this weeks teaching materials should not be 
used or practiced on any University network. To do so could result in instant suspension 
from the University.

Questions
In answering this week’s questions you will need to run the following virtual machines:

• Samurai WTF

• BadStore1

Setup Samurai so that:

• the Paros proxy is up and running

• Firefox is launched and setup to use the Paros proxy

• use Firefox to navigate to http://10.4.76.129 (see above for the correct IP ad-
dress)

• the HackBar should also be up and running within Firefox

Setup BadStore so that:

• its NIC is configured to use the address 192.168.2.22

1. Register a new user within BadStore. By examining the proxy traffic, determine the 
structure and format3 of the session cookie.
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1 Note: the ISO for BadStore can be downloaded from http://www.badstore.net

2 We may do this using the command:
ifconfig eth0 192.168.2.2 netmask 255.255.255.0

Note: within a VMWare environment, simply set your network (for both machines) to be 
host-only.

3 Hint: copy the session cookie into the HackBar and use its tools to disect the cookie.
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2. As your new user (see the previous question), order a number of items and view the 
shopping cart. By examining the proxy traffic, determine how your cart data is stored 
and manipulated.

3. As your new user, buy the Nirvana album for $5. In doing this you’ll find it useful to:

• generate fake credit card numbers using: /usr/bin/samurai/w3af/tools/gencc

• use the trap request option with the Paros proxy to edit the outgoing request head-
ers and bodies

4. You are told that a customer named Sue Spender (with the email address 
sue@spender.com) has an account with BadStore. Using the HackBar and Firefox’s 
cookie editor, access Sue’s purchase history and so steal the credit card numbers she 
has used with previous purchases.

5. Using the contents of the robots.txt file, find and crack account data!

6. Use Paros to scan BadStore for vulnerabilities. In examining the vulnerability alerts that 
are generated, determine how password reseting works. Using the Paros manual re-
quest editor, reset Sue’s password (see question 4) and so login and steal the credit 
card numbers that she has used with previous purchases.
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